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Abstract: Cost–benefit analysis is widely used to elucidate the association between foraging group
size and resource size. Despite advances in the development of theoretical frameworks, however, the
empirical systems used for testing are hindered by the vagaries of field surveys and incomplete data.
This study developed the three approaches to data imputation based on machine learning (ML) algo-
rithms with the aim of rescuing valuable field data. Using 163 host spider webs (132 complete data
and 31 incomplete data), our results indicated that the data imputation based on random forest algo-
rithm outperformed classification and regression trees, the k-nearest neighbor, and other conventional
approaches (Wilcoxon signed-rank test and correlation difference have p-value from < 0.001–0.030).
We then used rescued data based on a natural system involving kleptoparasitic spiders from Taiwan
and Vietnam (Argyrodes miniaceus, Theridiidae) to test the occurrence and group size of kleptopara-
sites in natural populations. Our partial least-squares path modelling (PLS-PM) results demonstrated
that the size of the host web (T = 6.890, p = 0.000) is a significant feature affecting group size. The
resource size (T = 2.590, p = 0.010) and the microclimate (T = 3.230, p = 0.001) are significant features
affecting the presence of kleptoparasites. The test of conformation of group size distribution to the
ideal free distribution (IFD) model revealed that predictions pertaining to per-capita resource size
were underestimated (bootstrap resampling mean slopes <IFD predicted slopes, p < 0.001). These
findings highlight the importance of applying appropriate ML methods to the handling of missing
field data.

Keywords: machine learning; data imputation; group foraging; PLS-PM; ideal free distribution;
kleptoparasitism; resource allocation

1. Introduction

In natural populations, it is common to see multiple conspecific individuals foraging
in a single resource patch. The simplest explanation for this phenomenon is the gathering of
individuals in the vicinity of resources that are patchily distributed [1]. Theoretical models
of foraging behavior have been developed to facilitate the prediction of the foraging
group size [2]. Field ecologists frequently conduct ecological surveys of resource utility
strategies in natural populations; however, the data they bring back are often incomplete
due to instrument failure, human error, or weather conditions [3]. Researchers require a
large number of samples to reveal features that could be used to predict the number of
individuals in a resource patch and to assess the fitness costs and benefits of remaining
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within a group of conspecifics. The data used for this cost–benefit analysis must first
undergo pre-processing to compensate for missing values and eliminate noise [4].

Although conspecific individuals are potential competitors for limited resources,
group foraging often increases the per-capita fitness of individuals. Overall, the allocation
of resources to individuals in a population, which is referred to as dispersion economics [2],
is governed by the carrying capacity of the resource patch. In natural populations, the
resource size is a strong indicator of the foraging group size. The aggregation of individual
animals often serves social functions that benefit all group members, as seen in parent–
offspring aggregations [5], aggregations for mating [6], group hunting [7], the guarding of
resources, and defence against predators [8]. The group-living spider Argyrodes miniaceus
(Theridiidae), which conducts kleptoparasitism in host webs, is a convenient natural system
to test hypotheses pertaining to group-size prediction [9].

The features that predict the group size have been studied in nine of the twenty known
group-living Argyrodinae species [10]. Previous findings provide a solid background by
which to test theoretical frameworks. Among group-living spiders, the primary feature
related to group size is the size of the host web, which is positively correlated with the
availability of prey, and Agnarsson [11] suggested that among group-living species, the
distribution of kleptoparasites in the host web follows an ideal free distribution (IFD) [12].
IFD theory states that if individuals can distinguish the quality of habitats and migrate
freely among them, then the individuals in that population will disperse according to
the sizes of resource patches to maximize individual intake. Argyrodinae populations
are convenient systems by which to model foraging group size. Note, however, that
features must be collected from hundreds of host webs to make reliable predictions [13].
In studies of this scale, it is common to end up with incomplete data matrices due to
irregularities occurring in the field. The complete deletion approach can be used to generate
a clean and complete data matrix; however, this results in data loss, which reduces the
sample size and corresponding statistical power. Note that the collection of field data
from different field sites, often from different countries, is time-consuming and expensive.
Furthermore, the missing data are not necessarily distributed randomly in the matrix, such
that the complete deletion of missing data systematically leads to biases of analysis toward
complete samples [4].

A variety of statistical methods have been developed for the imputation of ecological
data. The arithmetic zero, mean, median, and linear regression methods [14,15] can be used
to fill in missing values. Machine learning (ML) is widely used in analyzing large-scale
datasets [16–20]. Recent advances in ML have led to the development of sophisticated
imputation strategies [21–23]. In a study by Biessmann et al. [24], deep neural networks
(DNNs) outperformed 11 baseline methods in the imputation of missing values. Tsai
and Chang [25] proposed four imputation methods based on k-nearest neighbor (KNN)
clustering for numeric data and mixed data (29 datasets). Their results revealed that
instance selection and imputation could improve the classification of time-series data with
missing values resulting from sensing interruptions. Li et al. [26], proposed a mixed model
of long short-term memory (LSTM) and support vector regression (SVR) to impute missing
values in a dataset with a high loss rate. Penone et al. [4] implemented ML in conjunction
with phylogenetic information for the imputation of missing values in a life-history trait
dataset.

In this study, we developed a novel protocol for the imputation of field data pertaining
to A. miniaceus populations collected in Taiwan and Vietnam. The proposed system is re-
ferred to as the ecological machine-learning imputation tool (Eco-MIT)
(https://gitlab.com/yudalinemail/imputation-data, accessed on 1 December 2020). We
evaluated this model using a case study of group-living kleptoparasitic spiders [9]. We
performed statistical analysis on group-size predictions derived using six types of data
treatment: raw data (hereafter RAW, for complete deletion approach), ZERO, MEAN,
KNN [3], classification and regression trees (CART) [27], and random forest (RF) [28]. The
results were used to test three hypotheses: (1) the group size of kleptoparasites among host
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webs follows the IFD model; (2) the presence/absence of kleptoparasites and the group
size are determined primarily by features related to resource availability; (3) the densities
of hosts and kleptoparasites and the physical conditions of microhabitats are key features
in predicting the occurrence of kleptoparasites.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field Site Selection and Surveys

This study surveyed three populations of A. miniaceus in Taiwan, including Huoyen-
shan (June 2008), Green Island (June 2019; November 2018), Orchid Island (November
2018), as well as Hanoi in Vietnam (September 2018). Using the transect line method, we
surveyed 163 host webs of Nephila pilipes (Nephilidae), which are linearly distributed along
light gaps (i.e., trails) in forests. The length and width of each transect were based on local
populations of hosts within an area measuring 1.0 × 0.1 km2. We searched exhaustively
to find all potential host webs in the target area (with and without kleptoparasites), deter-
mined the coordinates of each web using a hand-held GPS device (Garmin eTrex Summit
HC, Taipei, Taiwan), and counted the number of kleptoparasites present in each web. We
also measured features related to resource size, microclimate, and resource density at each
web site (see below).

2.2. Kleptoparasite Foraging Group Size and Occurrence

We examined features that could potentially be used to predict the size of kleptopara-
sites groups in a given web (Klepto NUM) and the occurrence of kleptoparasites (Klepto
Y/N) for > 40 webs/transect. The putative features fell into three categories related to
resource size, microclimate, and resource density. Resource size was determined by the
body length of host (BLH), vertical length of web (VLW), horizontal length of web (HLW),
and web area (WA). Microclimate was characterized by instant wind speed (IWS), height of
the web from ground (HWG), humidity (H%), luminance (Lux), and temperature (Temp).
Resource density estimates were based on the minimum distance to the next host (Min D
Host) and minimum distance to the next kleptoparasitic foraging group (Min D Klepto) on
a different web. VLW and HLW were used to calculate the web area using the formula for
ovals ( VLW

2 ×
HLW

2 ×π). Note that only web area data were used for analysis. All data were
obtained on the same clear day within a single, four-hour time interval. Distances to the
nearest host web and distances to the nearest host web with kleptoparasites were estimated
using GPS data. A hand-held mini-environmental meter (LM-8000, Lutron, Taipei, Taiwan)
was used to measure the environmental features. We counted the numbers of female, male,
and juvenile kleptoparasites in each web, the three of which were summed to give the
group size.

2.3. Data Imputation

Data with missing values were rescued via substitution using MEAN and ZERO
values, as well as three ML-based data imputation processes [29], namely KNN [3] (https:
//github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/tree/master/sklearn/neighbors, accessed on 1
December 2020), CART [27] (https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/tree/master/
sklearn/tree, accessed on 1 December 2020), and RF [28] (https://github.com/scikit-learn/
scikit-learn/blob/master/sklearn/ensemble/_forest.py, accessed on 1 December 2020).
All parameters of KNN, CART, and RF algorithms used the default values of the scikit-learn
tool (Table 1). Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the ML-based data imputation processes
for imputing missing data, including the following steps: (1) the columns of numerical
data were normalized to the interval (0,1) to avoid imbalances in the weighting of any
features when training the models, such as the bias toward larger values when using KNN.
(2) We divided the original dataset (N = 163 samples) into a set with missing values (N = 31
samples) and a set without missing values (N = 132 samples). The latter dataset was termed
the RAW dataset. (3) The mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE)
were estimated using the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method, which involves
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sequentially selecting one sample from the RAW dataset. The trained ML-based models
were used for imputing missing data. The final results were compared with a RAW dataset
(i.e., the total dataset minus the missing data) (Supplementary Materials: Table S1). MAE
was calculated as follows:

MAE =
1
m

m

∑
i = 1
|(yi − ŷi)| (1)

where m indicates the number of missing values, yi is a real value from the RAW dataset,
and ŷi is the imputed value. RMSE was calculated as follows:

RMSE =

√
1
m

m

∑
i = 1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (2)

where m indicates the number of missing values, yi is a real value from the RAW dataset,
and ŷi is the imputed value.

Figure 2 presents the workflow used to evaluate the effectiveness of the data imputa-
tion methods. One to three features (HWG, HLW, VLW, BLH, Lux, H%, Temp, and IWS)
are then sequentially deleted from the sample in question. The deleted data points are used
as a testing set, and the remaining (i.e., non-deleted) data points are used as a training set.
These data imputation methods were ranked in terms of MAE and RMSE.
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Table 1. The parameters of MEAN, ZERO, k-nearest neighbor (KNN), classification and regression
trees (CART), and random forest (RF).

Algorithms Parameters Values

MEAN No parameter -
ZERO No parameter -
KNN k 5
CART max_depth None

min_samples_split 2
min_samples_leaf 1

RF max_depth None
min_samples_split 2
min_samples_leaf 1
Number of trees 100
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We determined the values for data points in the missing set using a variety of methods
and then substituted those values into the RAW dataset to create an imputed dataset.
Finally, we estimated the degree of correlation between each feature from the imputation
datasets using the Pearson correlation coefficient (Supplementary Materials: Table S2).
We calculated the differences between the correlation coefficients of feature pairs in the
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RAW dataset for each data imputation method (Supplementary Materials: Table S3). The
differences between correlation coefficients were calculated as follows:

D = |I − N| (3)

where I is the correlation coefficient of one feature pair from the imputation dataset, and N
is from the RAW dataset. A smaller value means that there is less deviation between the
imputation method and the RAW dataset, thereby indicating a superior imputation method.
Calculations were performed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in SPSS version 22.

2.4. Statistical Significance of Features Related to Group Size
2.4.1. Partial Least-Squares Path Modelling (PLS-PM) of Population Size Features

Partial least-squares path modelling (PLS-PM) was used to evaluate the significance
of latent features and sup-features relative to response features. This analysis was applied
to all of the datasets. The results were then compared with the RAW dataset.

PLS-PM is one approach to structural equation modelling aimed at evaluating the
direct and indirect regression relationships between features. Before conducting PLS-
PM, we conducted pairwise correlation analysis between features using the R package
GGally [30]. We then removed one of the collected features in cases where the correlation
coefficient was >0.7 (Supplementary Materials: Figure S1). The retained features were
used to construct the PLS-PM model using the R package PLSPM [31]. Two sub-models
were used for PLS-PM: an inner model (path correlations between response features and
latent features) and an outer model (path correlations between latent features and its block
of sub-features). In the inner model, we defined two response features: Klepto NUM
and Klepto Y/N of A. miniaceus foraging groups [31], and set resource size, microclimate,
and resource density as latent features. Each latent feature was clustered according to
its reflective/formative sup-features, called the outer model: (1) resource density was
clustered in terms of reflective sup-features, as Min D Host and Min D Klepto. (2) Resource
size was clustered in terms of formative sup-features, as WA and BLH. (3) We defined all
environmental features as formative sup-features of microclimate. We used the loading (for
reflective model) and weight (for formative model) >|0.7| to determine the significance of
a feature in the outer models. The importance of the latent features was evaluated using R2

values. All statistical analysis was conducted in the R environment [32].
The Python package RFPIMP [4] (a Scikit-learn random forest approach, [4] RFPIMP:

https://github.com/parrt/random-forest-importances, accessed on 1 December 2020) was
used to evaluate the importance ranking of features to response features (Klepto NUM and
Klepto Y/N). Using out-of-bag data, we bootstrapped the number of trees = 10,000 and set
the minimum sample size at a leaf node of 1 with the other settings at their default values.
For Klepto Y/N (discrete feature), we used the loss of mean accuracy. For Klepto NUM
(continuous feature), we used the change in R2. Evaluations were performed by removing
the data of one feature and measuring the resulting statistical changes. The features were
ranked in terms of their contribution to variations in the response features.

2.4.2. IFD Test: Group Size and Web Area

Tests were conducted to determine whether the theory of IFD held within our sample
population. In this context, web area represents resource size. We calculated the sum of all
web areas (WA)/total population size (N) (i.e., the total number of kleptoparasites in all
samples) from the RAW and best-imputation datasets. This sum represents the per-capita
web area (WA/N), or slope, under the assumption of IFD. We bootstrapped 50% of the data
10 times and 100 times to generate the distributions of the subsets. We repeated this process
100 times to generate a probability distribution for the slope mean (i.e., linear regression
coefficients). The one-sample Mann Whitney U-Test was implemented in SciPy ver1.3.1 [33]
to test the significance of the difference between theoretical values (from the RAW and
best-imputation datasets) and the bootstrapped value in the Python package pandas ver.
0.25.1 (Pandas development team, 2020).

https://github.com/parrt/random-forest-importances
https://github.com/parrt/random-forest-importances
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3. Results

In the original data (163 host spider webs, N = 132 complete data, and N = 31 incom-
plete data), the number of missing samples ranged from 2.45% to 17.79% of the values
pertaining to each feature (mean = 4.17 ± 5.09%). Among the 163 samples, 43 had no
kleptoparasites (26.71%). Among the 118 webs with kleptoparasites, the mean group size
was 4.84 ± 8.19 individuals per web and the largest group included 44 individuals.

3.1. Comparison of Data Imputation Strategies

As shown in Figure 3a,b, the ZERO method presented the largest error in terms
of MAE (0.757 ± 0.242–0.757 ± 0.155) and RMSE (0.757 ± 0.242–0.783 ± 0.135), which
indicates that simply substituting zeros for the missing values greatly skewed the results.
The MEAN method produced the second-highest MAE (0.226 ± 0.213–0.231 ± 0.122) and
RMSE (0.226 ± 0.213–0.280 ± 0.134). Among the methods based on ML, RF achieved the
smallest MAE (0.073 ± 0.100–0.076 ± 0.062) and RMSE (0.073 ± 0.100–0.098 ± 0.082).

We also used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the Pearson correlation coefficient
to determine whether the RF method statistically outperformed the other methods. We
compared the differences in the correlation coefficients between the RAW dataset and
the datasets established using the various imputation methods (RAW-RF, RAW-ZERO,
RAW-MEAN, RAW-KNN, and RAW-CART). Overall, RAW-RF significantly outperformed
all of the other methods (Table 2).
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Table 2. Wilcoxon signed-rank test results of RAW-RF and other methods. To evaluate the effect
of each method on the addition of missing datasets, we calculated the Pearson correlation differ-
ence between the imputation dataset and RAW. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test evaluated the result
differences between RAW-RF and other methods. By comparing the difference of 66 Pearson correla-
tions, results show that RAW-RF has more R+ than other methods, which indicates that the Pearson
correlation deviation of the dataset is smaller after the RF method supplement. RF is stable for the
imputation of the dataset. The correlation difference between RAW-RF and another method was
evaluated using a two-tailed significance test, in which the p-values were less than 0.05, indicating a
significant improvement.

Method Rank Number Mean Rank Sum Rank p-Value

RAW-ZERO
R+ 51 34.25 1746.5

<0.001R− 9 9.28 83.5
R= 6

RAW-MEAN
R+ 34 29.19 992.5

0.030R− 20 24.63 492.5
R= 12

RAW-KNN
R+ 32 27.8 889.5

0.014R− 18 21.42 385.5
R= 16

RAW-CART
R+ 33 25.18 831

0.012R− 15 23 345
R= 18

R−, negative ranks; R+, positive ranks, R= ties.

A comparison of the PLS-PM outcomes with the imputation dataset and the RAW
dataset (Table 3) made it possible to determine whether our imputation method affected
statistical interpretation. The effects of the two inner models were as follows: (1) the path
correlations between Klepto NUM and latent features revealed that the trends produced by
all of the methods matched the trend of the RAW dataset; i.e., resource size was significantly
positively correlated with group size. The outer model of resource size produced larger
weights for web area (WA weight = 0.775 to 0.886) than for the body length of hosts (BLH
weight = 0.195 to 0.338), regardless of the imputation method. Unlike the RAW datasets
where WA weight = 0.527 and BLH weight = 0.562, all of the imputation results identified
web area as a more important factor of group size. The PLS-PM outcomes of KNN, CART,
and RF data conformed to the RAW dataset in terms of resource density and microclimate.
However, the PLS-PM outcomes of MEAN and ZERO data presented a trend opposite
to that of the RAW dataset in terms of temperature weights. (2) The path correlations
between Klepto Y/N and latent features presented the same trend for the imputed datasets
and RAW dataset. For the outer models of each latent feature, resource size (with the
feature WA weight = 0.621 to 1.137 from all datasets) and microclimate (with the feature
HWG weights = 0.684 to 0.759) presented significantly positive regression to Klepto Y/N.
Nonetheless, the sup-feature BLH from ZERO data presented a trend opposite to that of
the other datasets.
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Table 3. Comparison of models constructed using the partial least square path model. (See details: Supplementary Materials:
Figures S2–S6).

Klepto NUM

Inner Model RAW ZERO MEAN KNN CART RF Outer
Model RAW ZERO MEAN KNN CART RF

Resource size Formative sup-features (weights)

Path
coefficients 0.494 0.485 0.499 0.483 0.479 0.500 BLH 0.562 0.195 0.304 0.338 0.293 0.319

Pr(>|t|) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 WA 0.527 0.886 0.788 0.775 0.804 0.775

Resource density Reflective sup-features (loadings)

Path
coefficients −0.104 −0.049 −0.076 −0.085 −0.084 −0.093 Min D

Klepto 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Pr(>|t|) 0.176 0.465 0.149 0.216 0.216 0.171 Min D
Host 0.870 0.907 0.907 0.907 0.907 0.907

Microclimate Formative sup-features (weights)

Path
coefficients 0.044 0.134 0.106 0.093 0.128 0.096 Lux 0.742 0.858 0.875 0.885 0.919 0.901

Pr(>|t|) 0.642 0.062 0.257 0.221 0.080 0.196 H% 0.407 0.108 0.189 0.141 0.137 0.143

Temp 0.162 −0.060 0.094 0.083 0.070 0.069

IWS 0.016 −0.016 −0.004 0.011 0.003 0.003

HWG 0.529 0.361 0.322 0.305 0.254 0.278

Klepto Y/N

Inner model RAW ZERO MEAN KNN CART RF Outer
model RAW ZERO MEAN KNN CART RF

Resource size Formative sup-features (weights)

Path
coefficients 0.209 0.176 0.170 0.202 0.192 0.192 BLH 0.169 −0.361 0.293 0.514 0.431 0.393

Pr(>|t|) 0.013 0.019 0.024 0.007 0.011 0.010 WA 0.876 1.137 0.797 0.621 0.690 0.713

Resource density Reflective sup-features (loadings)

Path
coefficients 0.069 0.132 0.128 0.135 0.137 0.139 Min D

Klepto 0.842 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119

Pr(>|t|) 0.414 0.083 0.092 0.076 0.072 0.066 Min D
Host 0.991 0.518 0.518 0.518 0.518 0.518

Microclimate Formative sup-features (weights)

Path
coefficients 0.276 0.255 0.257 0.234 0.237 0.243 Lux 0.250 0.309 0.304 0.275 0.371 0.313

Pr(>|t|) 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 H% 0.596 0.805 0.533 0.481 0.414 0.448

Temp −0.322 −0.671 −0.416 −0.454 −0.509 −0.512

IWS 0.372 0.302 0.312 0.361 0.354 0.341

HWG 0.741 0.684 0.738 0.759 0.718 0.720

3.2. Biological Significance of Features Related to Group Size

All 163 samples from the RF dataset (Figure 4) were subjected to PLS-PM analysis to
identify features capable of explaining the variation in the two response features (Klepto
NUM and Klepto Y/N). In the inner model, (1) resource size (T = 2.590, p = 0.010) and micro-
climate (T = 3.230, p = 0.001) were both significantly correlated with Klepto Y/N (Figure 4a).
For the outer model of each latent feature, the weight of WA was > 0.7 (weight = 0.713)
with resource size, and the weight of WHG was > 0.7 (weight = 0.720) with microclimate
(Figure 4a). (2) Resource size (T = 6.890, p = 0.000) was significantly correlated with Klepto
NUM. The weight of WA was > 0.7 (weight = 0.775) with resource size (Figure 4b). The
PLS-PM results revealed that resource size was significantly correlated with Klepto NUM
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and Klepto Y/N. Furthermore, the microclimate of the web was significantly correlated
with Klepto Y/N.
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Figure 4. The results of PLS-PM for the occurrence and group size of kleptoparasites from RF dataset.
(a) The resource size and microclimate show significant contribution to the prediction of occurrence
of kleptoparasites in which Area and height to the ground of a web show >0.70 of the weight. (b)
Only the resource size (i.e., area, weight = 0.7751) shows a significant contribution to the group size.

The results of RF ranking matched those obtained using PLS-PM (Figure 5). In the
predictive results for Klepto Y/N (Figure 5a), Min D Klepto, WHG, and BLH led to a > 20%
increase in MSE the original data were randomized. In the predictive results of Klepto
NUM (Figure 5b), WA and BLH led to a > 20% increase in MSE the original data were
randomized. The results of RF ranking revealed that the microclimate (height of the web),
resource size (area size and host size), and density of competitors (minimum distance
to the kleptoparasites in another web) may also affect the occurrence and group size of
kleptoparasites.
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Figure 5. Random forest importance ranking using (a) loss of mean accuracy for the occurrence and
(b) using the change of R2 for group size. The H%, Min D Klepto, height of the web from ground
(HWG), body length of host (BLH), and web area (WA) have a higher contribution in predicting
occurrence. Only the resource size associated features BLH and WA have a higher contribution in
predicting group size.

The IFD test showed that the mean slopes of the bootstrapped per-capita web area
(cm2, area/individual), which represents the resource area that an individual can occupy,
are less than the prediction of IFD. This pattern was observed in the RAW dataset (Figure 6a)
as well as the RF imputed dataset (Figure 6b), regardless of bootstrapping. The mean slopes
obtained from the bootstrapped data were significantly smaller (p < 0.001 for most of the
resampling) than the slopes predicted under the IFD theory.
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using the RF dataset show the same pattern as the results of RAW.

4. Discussion

The prediction and modelling of foraging group size is an important aspect of the
theories related to foraging [34]. In this study, the feature with the most pronounced effect
on foraging group sizes was resource size (Figure 5). The dispersion of kleptoparasites
did not conform to the predictions of the IFD theory, in which overloading is expected
in some resource patches (Figure 6). Note that the presence of kleptoparasites depended
on resource size, as well as the density of neighboring competitors, and environmental
conditions (humidity and elevation of the web above the ground). Moreover, the proposed
data imputation method using the RF approach could be of considerable benefit to field
ecologists examining the relationship between population dispersion and environmental
factors.

Our results are in line with those of previous studies, indicating that the host area
is crucial to the size of kleptoparasite groups [11,13]. The positive correlation between
host areas and group sizes has previously been cited as evidence that the dispersion of
kleptoparasites follows IFD [11,13]; however, our results revealed a smaller per-capita
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resource occupation scenario. The case study of kleptoparasitic spiders conforms to a
continuous-input IFD model [35,36] because the host webs have a constant influx of prey,
which is rapidly consumed by kleptoparasites or the host. It has been proposed that the
group size in a resource patch can be predicted by the size of the resource (or “dispersion
economy”) [2]. The deviation from IFD in our case study could be attributed to free access
to other resource patches. This indicates that access to other resources could be used as an
additional criterion for IFD [35,36]. In this study, the overloading of some resource patches
(smaller per-capita resources than expected) showed evidence of impeded dispersal among
webs or lower within-group competition. Impeded dispersal would lead to the depletion
of resources as the group size increases; the reduction in competition could be attributed to
the high conspecific tolerance of A. miniaceus [9].

In our PLS-PM results, the predictive power of resource size for group size was greater
than those of resource density and microclimate (Figure 4a). However, microclimate
significantly affects the occurrence of kleptoparasites (Figures 4b and 5b), and the density
of kleptoparasites (Min D Klepto) outweighed resource size (Figure 5b) in our RF ranking.
These results demonstrate the importance of accounting for resource patch conditions and
the density of neighboring competitors when modelling foraging group size, especially
under the IFD theory. Our results empirically demonstrate that in addition to resource
size, dispersal probability, degree of competition, and interspecies competition [37], it is
important to model various aspects of the ambient community.

The ZERO and MEAN algorithms are commonly used to fill in missing values; how-
ever, our results indicate that ZERO and MEAN have large errors in terms of MAE and
RMSE. The KNN, CART, and RF are the classification algorithms that demonstrated more
accuracy for data imputation. The differences in the correlation coefficients between the
RAW dataset and the imputed dataset using imputation algorithms established that KNN,
CART, and RF outperformed ZERO and MEAN. Classification algorithms can train the
model and detect samples that are similar to a sample with missing values. Therefore, a
sample with the missing values can refer to similar samples to determine values to fill in
missing values. KNN is widely discussed and applied to pattern recognition, however,
when the sample size is not large enough, KNN is no longer optimal, especially when
compared to the inherent dimensionality of the feature space. CART can handle highly
skewed or multi-modal numerical data, as well as classification predictors with ordinal or
non-ordinal structure. However, if the regression tree in CART does not show significantly
different segments, i.e., homogeneous, CART cannot perform well. RF is a special type of
simple regression tree set, which is based on the majority vote (in the case of classification)
or average (in the case of ensemble) to predict each tree in the set using some input data.
RF is based on regression trees and allows for non-linear links and instability of variable
influence across different segments, and it does not require a detailed model description.
RF is provided by considering the differences in the set of missing value determinants in a
column. The prediction of the imputed dataset is in the same range as the prediction of the
RAW, which can prevent the trend opposite due to excessive deviation. Consequently, RF
can be effectively used in data imputation. Table 4 shows the time and space complexities
of MEAN, ZERO, KNN, CART, and RF. Although the time and space complexities of RF is
higher when compared to the rest of the classifiers, however, RF can implement within an
acceptable time and obtain the superior data imputation than MEAN, ZERO, KNN, and
CART.

Mixed-type data and outlier data are common in situations that rely on self-collection
and recording. These issues can be caused by clerical mistakes or data categorization.
Numerous methods based on integrated learning have been developed to deal with this
issue [38]. The selection of an appropriate learner depends on the type of data, the size of
the dataset, and the research topic. In this study, the random forest method outperformed
all other imputation methods in dealing with continuous and discrete data as well as noise.
This is hardly surprising considering the sensitivity of the arithmetic means to extreme
values, which can lead to large errors in data imputation. Note that this approach also
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eliminates the need for data pre-processing when dealing with mixed-type and outlier
data. The degree of variance is inversely proportional to the number of trees, which means
that increasing the number of trees can reduce the likelihood of overfitting, albeit with
an increase in computational complexity. The parameters of the random forest are easily
adjusted, and no additional verification set is required. This is particularly beneficial in
situations where datasets are difficult to obtain [39].

Table 4. Time and space complexities of MEAN, ZERO, KNN, CART, and RF.

Algorithms Time Complexity Space Complexity

MEAN O(n) O(n)
ZERO O(1) O(1)
KNN O(nm) O(nm)
CART O(m·nlogn) O(p)

RF O(nlogn·mt) O(pt)
n represents number of datapoints, m represents the number of features that determine, t is the number of trees, p
is number of nodes in tree.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed ML-based data imputation processes for imputing missing
data. We analyzed the performance of MEAN, ZERO, KNN, CART, and RF methods
in terms of performance of data imputation, time, and space complexities. After data
imputation using the proposed ML-based data imputation processes, we determined that
the RF method is superior to other imputation methods in dealing with continuous and
discrete data, noise, and outlier data. Furthermore, the results of RF ranking were indicated
to match those obtained using PLS-PM. Our results demonstrated that the size of the
host web and the ambient environment are significant features of group size in natural
populations of A. miniaceus in Taiwan and Vietnam. We argued that among group-living
kleptoparasites, social interactions provide benefits that favor remaining in groups [39],
which could be the reason underlying the deviation of our results from IFD theory. In the
future, the proposed method could be applied to the ecological surveys of the endangered
populations, or the surveys of the disease vector populations, where missing data might
have a strong impact on the accuracy of the ecological inferences. This method, ECO-MIT,
could also be improved when updated machine learning algorithms are available.
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